In this paper, we explore the effectiveness of supervised learning methods in predicting the short-term viability of retail pharmaceutical businesses. We use data mining techniques such as linear discriminant analysis, k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) and the C4.5 Decision Tree to classify retail business units from the Greek pharmaceutical sector into viable and non-viable classes, while operating in an environment of strict fiscal control and many changes of regulations. The issue of viability prediction for business units, in a period that has been characterised as the most crucial economic and financial crisis of the last decades globally, is vital for all players involved in an economic system. The effectiveness, accuracy and promptness of identifying non-viable business units are important goals for every link of an economic chain, which has to cope with decisions that will minimise the costs and losses that the current crisis causes.
Introduction
Data mining methods and especially supervised learning methods such as linear classification algorithms, decision trees and neural networks (Li and Tan, 2010) have been proved to be useful tools in predicting bankruptcy of enterprises or individuals.
Based on the literature of predictive data mining techniques, we can say that the first and most fundamental step is to define clearly what we mean by the terms viable or non-viable unit, so as to ensure that the results of the output of each algorithm do classify clearly the units that are examined. We must also ensure two basic facts so as to build a model of precision and an algorithm capable for prediction and generalisation of the conclusions, processing on the training sample and test sample.
At first, we ought to select a proper set of independent variables which relate to the dependent variable (viable, non-viable) , and second, we have to know in some way and before we attempt any classification the real potential of the units for viability or nonviability. The second step will help us evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of each algorithm we will use to classify the available instances (Haber, 2005) .
Another important aspect is to consider the academic value of the results in relation to their practical application. Many survey results demonstrate that the use of linear methods for predicting viability in businesses offers quite a large percentage of correctly classified instances and these methods have been used to a large extent since the early 1960s. More recent research has revealed that the use of methods such as logistic regression can also classify reliably instances of large bank databases with a focus on reducing credit risk (Yu, 2008) . In general, it is accepted that approaching the problem in a dichotomic and static way (non-viable or viable) may not be practically valuable, since economic survival and the variables that are affecting it are dynamically changing over time; however, the present application attempts to establish an indicative data mining roadmap for predicting the viability status of pharmaceutical retail business units. Moreover, for problems with large datasets, recent literature resorts also to the use of decision trees in order to have reliable and valid results (Kargar and Gharbalchi, 2010) , concerning the provision of new instances, compared with fairly accurate results given by the training sample. Moreover, when we have to cope with large databases with thousands of instances and many independent variables, strong emphasis is given to the process of collecting and pre-processing data before attempting to use any method to classify instances (Kotsiantis et al., 2007) .
We conclude that the problem of viability prediction is becoming a data mining problem not only for academic reasons but also because it may save money and time for practitioners by achieving the correct grouping at minimum cost, or else risk (Minand and Jeong, 2009 ).
Predicting viability of pharmacies in the city of Patras
The data for this study have been derived from the database of a Cooperative Pharmaceutical Network, Pharmaction S.A., comprising 42 pharmacies being served by one accounting office. So it was possible to obtain data for the same attributes and for the same time periods. The data referred to basic quantitative attributes that affect viability for all kinds of businesses (Chava and Jarrow, 2004) and particularly pharmacies as retail business units, according to economic theory, accounting and business management.
The data were extracted in an Excel file and the implementation of Fisher's linear discriminant analysis was performed with the help of SPSS 17.0. The implementations of C4.5 Decision Tree and k-NN was performed with the software Weka 3.6, which gives us all those metrics that help us evaluate the adequacy and accuracy of the classification process.
The model
According to the pharmaceutical industry experts' opinion, pharmacies for which sales are less than 40,000 euros per month probably will not be viable under the new conditions. This fact remains for us to consider whether the results are based on this force or not.
We want to split pharmacies into two classes, viable and non-viable; therefore, the dependent variable is VIABILITY. If an instance is classified as viable, it takes the value 1, and on the opposite case it is classified as non-viable and takes the value 0. The aforementioned definition of viability was given by the pharmaceutical market's practitioners and business owners themselves, who interacted and cooperated with the authors during the present work. The counterparts concluded that the viability decision boundary for pharmacies is highlighted by the critical measure of earnings before interests and taxes (E.B.I.T.) declared for the year of 2010. When E.B.I.T. is below 10,000 euros, then the business is considered as a non-viable unit, on the other hand when the measure is equal or greater to 10,000 euros, the unit is considered to be viable. The independent variables considered as possible predictors were the following: 
Linear discriminant analysis
The main idea for this method is the linear relationship among the variables that results into a classification rule. The linear discriminant algorithm aims at minimising the error of the grouping variable value estimation with the use of characteristic variable values and the estimation of each characteristic variable's coefficient (linear classification coefficients). Moreover, the algorithm aims at separating the training sample into classes as clearly as possible, through the linear discriminant functions (LDFs) that are resulted by the coefficient estimations and the attribute values. In the case of a two-class problem, for each instance under classification, two probabilities are calculated and the instance is assigned to the class with the higher probability. The linear discriminant process is easier to be modelled in the case of a two-class problem; moreover, it is equivalent to a multiple linear regression model, despite the fact that the estimated value of the dependent variable is categorical and not numerical (0 or 1) and the independent variables are used for the prediction of its value. For convenience the estimated value is treated as numerical. In the present application, the non-viable class is represented by the value 0 and the viable class by the value 1.
The LDFs are a set of equations that separate the training sample into classes. If the number of classes is n, then the LDFs are n-1 and represent those linear functions that maximise the differentiation in the order of differentiation level (LDF 1 , LDF 2 , etc.). The performance of the algorithm depends on the right selection of attributes which are the basic factors of influence for the final result. Usually a backward or forward stepwise process is followed for the elimination or addition of variables until we conclude to a final linear function that gives the maximum differentiation for the classes (Huberty and Olejnik, 2006) .
Our model was summarised in the following linear equation (1): 
k-nearest neighbour
The k-NN method is a non-parametric method used for the construction of predictive models. The basic idea is the use of previously classified instances for the classification of new instances based on information that is already embedded to the nearest of these new instances values. The term 'nearest' is representing the fact that some of the already classified instances have similar characteristics with the new instances, so they probably belong to the same class with them. So suppose we have already classified a set of instances into two classes (subsets), say x i where i = 1 or 2, and between these two classes there is one instance y that we do not know to which class it actually belongs. According to the k-NN algorithm the new instance is assigned the value (estimation) of the mean of the subset that is located closer to y. This estimation is given by equation (2):
where Ν k (x) is the set that includes the k nearest instances to the new instance y.
The implementation of k-NN method requires the selection of a value for k and a distance type (Euclidean, Mahalanobis, etc). The selection of k is important for the predictive ability of the rule (Han and Kamber, 2001 ) and is selected either through some criteria, or pre-exists in the problem through potential distance constraints. A rule of thumb for the value of k in problems without very large samples is to be as large as to ensure estimations of minimum variance and as small as to avoid biased estimations caused by the dominance of the majority class (Li et al., 2003) . The optimum value for k, if there is not an a priori constraint, could be defined if we follow the calculative process of cross-validation. According to the process of cross-validation and assuming that we must classify n instances through k-NN, the method is repeated consecutively, leaving each time one instance out of the process and applying the rule to the rest n -1 instances. Each repetition of the method results to an error ratio for the k value. The optimum value for k is the one that gives the lowest error ratio or else the highest accuracy ratio for the classification predictions.
The aforementioned process is time consuming and prohibitory for problems with a large number of observations. Nevertheless, it improves the performance of the algorithm.
Decision trees for viability prediction
The construction of a complete classification outline as a set of logical expressions, whether in the form of rules or in the form of a tree, requires repetition of the induction process for viability and non-viability possibilities. So as the rule to cover the condition of the procedure, which is to be reasonably consistent and understandable to the user, there is a rule of thumb that says that a tree should be linear and as small as possible in size (Michie et al., 1994) . In the case of a strictly linear tree, there is an internal node which is parent to maximum one extra internal sub-node. All other sub-nodes in connection with the previous one should lead to terminal nodes -or else expressedshould lead to results (leaves).
Considering the example of a strictly linear tree, we assume that the observations for the six variables could be classified without errors into the two binary classes, either as viable or non-viable. As it is described in the example above, there is one parent node that classifies all observations of the training set in a specific class, as viable or as non-viable. The constraint at this point is: the observations that are classified to the class viable should be more than the observations that are classified to non-viable. If all cases of the training set are classified as viable, it is certain that some of the observations that are handled by the parent node are incorrectly classified and some of them are correctly classified. According to Breiman's terminology, such a node is referred as the 'pure node'. Every variable in that process is tested on splitting the set of instances into subsets. Every single split minimises the purity in the resulted subsets; this circle is being repeated to each current terminal node of the tree. There is a variety of evaluation metrics for the purity of the subsets. All of these metrics attempt to identify to what extent the estimated frequencies are affected, compared to the actual frequencies, by the variable's values. In general, the suitability of a separation into subsets is the weighted average of reducing purity.
We must, therefore, see how these claims work, using the example of viability prediction. We underline the labels of classes which are initially setting the current terminal nodes of the decision tree. These nodes may need further splits into subsets in order to halt or reduce purity. The example that we use has fewer complex factors than those that in general do exist in classification problems. For convenience, we use a very simple form of data mining through decision trees. Problems with numeric attributes are more complicated than those with categorical attributes, because of the presence of the error and the unequal costs of misclassifications that are embedded into the numeric attributes.
The C4.5 decision tree
This algorithm is trying to achieve minimisation of the number of comparisons. The goal of an induction algorithm is to ask those questions whose answers contain maximal information. By this we mean that at each step of the process the goal is to reject as much as possible of the search space. So the basic idea of the C4.5 algorithm is the selection of those splitting criteria that offer the highest gain of information (Quinlan, 1996) . The amount of information that is associated with an attribute depends on the probability of its occurrence. The concept used to measure the required information is defined as entropy (Witten and Frank, 2005 
Given one situation D, H(D) calculates the amount of instances in this situation.
When situation D is split into S = {D1, D2, …, Ds} new situations, the metric of entropy can be applicable to every single one of these new situations. In every step the algorithm selects the situation that stronger requires the split of a node to subsets. A situation of the database is totally ordered when all instances inside it belong to the same class. The gain of information measures the reduction of entropy that would result if we divided the dataset counting on a certain attribute, C4.5 measures the gain of a split using the following formula:
The first term of the right part of formula (4) is the entropy of the total dataset, while the second term is the entropy of the dataset after the split depending on the value of attribute S. The second term is the sum of entropy for each set resulting after each break. A general description of C4.5 is shown below:
1 First we need to select the most appropriate attribute for testing at the tree's root.
2 Then, for every attribute value, the respective offspring of the root is generated. The instances are allocated to new nodes according to the value of the attribute that is tested at the tree's root.
3 The whole process is repeated for each new node. The choice of attribute will be based on the instances belonging to each node.
Results of classification algorithms

Fisher's linear discriminant
In Table 1 we observe that the algorithm correctly classifies both classes 35 out of the 42 observations, i.e., 83.3% of the observations were classified to their appropriate class, compared to the actual classification of instances. For instances that really belong to the viable class (38), the algorithm classifies seven of them erroneously as non-viable (false negatives). For instances that actually belong to the non-viable class (4), the algorithm classifies incorrectly 0 of them as viable (false positives). Moreover, the linear equations (5) and (6), which arise and establish the classification rule, are shown below. The estimated coefficients of each variable are presented in Table 2 . Table 1 Confusion matrix 
Viability
k-nearest neighbour
In Table 3 we observe that the algorithm correctly classifies totally 37 of the 42 observations, i.e., 88% of the observations were correctly classified, compared to their actual classification. For instances that really belong to the viable class (38), the algorithm classifies two of them erroneously as non-viable (false negative). For instances which belong actually to the non-viable class (4), the algorithm classifies incorrectly three of them as viable (false positive). Compared to Table 2 , it is obvious that while the accuracy of classifications is improved for the viable class by five, it worsened for the non-viable class by three, so the overall percentage of correct classifications is 88%, higher than that of the Fisher's linear discriminant (83.3%). 
Decision tree C4.5
In Table 4 we observe that the C4.5 algorithm correctly classifies 39 of the 42 observations, i.e., 92.8% of all observations are classified correctly. For instances that actually belong to the viable class (38), the algorithm classifies two of them erroneously as non-viable (false negative). For instances which actually belong to the non-viable class (4), the algorithm classifies incorrectly one of them as viable (false positive). It is obvious that for the viable class, the accuracy of classifications is the same with the k-NN and better than the discriminant analysis, while for the non-viable class it is better than the k-NN and still worse than discriminant analysis. The overall percentage of correct classifications (92.8%) is greater than that of the k-NN (88%) and that of linear discriminant (83.3%). Using the C4.5 algorithm and its criterion for the greatest gain of information, different conclusion is derived regarding the variables that should be used for classifying the units compared to the sense of market experts, which was associated with the variable GSALES. This information is shown by the visualisation of the final decision tree which is presented below (Figure 1) , and leads us to the conclusion that the two variables that play a key role in the final classification are the annual trading profit (PROFIT) at the parent node, and at the second and terminal node is the annual operating costs (COST). 
Comparing performance evaluation metrics for the three methods
In order to capture the aggregate performance evaluation of the three data mining methods, we use four key performance metrics (Daskalaki et al., 2006) for classifiers, focusing on the reliability of the predicted classification of instances, compared to the known classification. As true positive (TP) we define the case where an instance that actually belongs to the viable class is correctly classified as viable. As false positive (FP) we define the case where an instance that belongs to the non-viable class is incorrectly classified as viable. As true negative (TN) we define the case where an instance that belongs to the non-viable class is classified correctly. Lastly, as false negative (FN) we define the case where an instance that in reality is viable is incorrectly classified as non-viable. By applying the three methods, the following key metrics (equations (7)- (9)) are suggested for performance evaluation, while Table 5 presents the values of these measures for each method. 
ERROR
FP FN TP FP FN TN
+ = + + +(10)
Conclusions
According to the aforementioned theoretical and empirical analysis, we can say that all three methods may handle quite well the objective of the project, which is the prediction of viability or non-viability for retail businesses in the pharmaceutical sector while operating under conditions of institutional regulation changes. The linear algorithm, as expected (Altman, 1968) , gives us the opportunity to identify two basic equations that separate our sample into two classes based on specific characteristics that are described by the values and the coefficients of the variables. Linear discriminant classifies retail businesses into the two classes with an error rate of 0.166, which is a promising rate for the market's practitioners. Regarding the current conditions and expectations for the Greek pharmaceutical market, the fact is that the total population of Greek pharmacies must be revaluated from scratch. The aim of this revaluation is the prevention of the important effects by a potential withdrawal of a significant percentage of retailers from the local market. The k-NN classification rule is approaching the problem in terms of distance between observations with similar variable values, and for each sub-space it defines the value ranges for each variable which indicates the final classification. As from the evaluation metrics, k-NN appears to be much more inefficient than the C4.5 algorithm. However, k-NN gives us the ability to extract specific classification rules at each level of values of the characteristic variables. It is a rule that requires less information in advance and it could give us a useful initial instance filter before we reach any final classification procedure.
The C4.5 decision tree is a machine-inductive learning method whose performance approaches that of the linear algorithm. It gives the user a chance to comprehend the influence of the variables at each successive step in the process of classification and objectively its results are more understandable to non-specialist in the economics users. The visualisation of its results can lead to a redefinition of a retailer's charges to important factors of individual viability (trading profitability, operational cost management, etc.). Despite the prior expectations for poor performance because of the nature of variables which are continuous, a high percentage of correct classifications is observed in addition to the aforementioned benefits.
This essay is also an indication of the usefulness of data mining algorithms in crisis management. The combination of different methods of prediction -classical, modern and machine learning methods -can together constitute a valuable tool in the hands of experts to draw more balanced and accurate information than that available in their raw databases. The aim for the future is to consider whether the results can be generalised about the effectiveness of classification algorithms to forecasting viability problems, by the addition of new observations as general reliability test sets for these methods.
